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Nutrition Faktory came to us with 3

channels that needed attention; email, SMS

and push. The previous agency they worked

with wasn't able to deliver results so they

looked to us to deliver. In addition, a big

initiative was to growth their push

marketing channel since their app had just

launched recently. The supplement space

was crowded so we had to help them stand

out.

"I love you guys. You've really

done a great job."

Mike Bires, Owner, Nutrition Faktory

Unoptimized flows

Brand loyal customers were not

being catered to.

Push channel needed attention

SMS channel needed growth

Email marketing messages were

coming from multiple sources

and confusing

emails were missing the mark

on design.
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RESULTS

CONTACT

After auditing all the channels that could possibly

be sending out email messages to their

customers, we were able to go through and have

them all turned off and instead, leverage Klaviyo

to send those messages instead. It allowed us to

create a cohesive message and branding

throughout the customer journey. 

As we dove into Nutrition Faktory's flows we

identified opportunities within the customer

profiles that allowed us to create new and deeper

customer segments. These segments allows us to

send more targeted campaigns to the different

types of personas that were shopping with

Nutrition Faktory. Some users were body builders

while others had the goal of losing weight. The

segments helped us send the right messaging to

the right customers at the right time, resulting in

more conversions and sales. 

Prior to sending out these messages, we took a hard

look at their email design and had our expert designers

craft a template that was more modern and true to

their brand. Consolidation of numerous CTAs was also a

part of the update.

Nutrition Faktory was leveraging mobile app software

that directly connected with Klaviyo. Our experienc with

both platforms allowed us to streamline, email, SMS

and push messaging all from Klaviyo which streamlined

our efforts resulting in faster turnaround and more

cohesive messaging. 

SMS marketing had gone through many different

platforms but ultimately, having everything within

Klaviyo would allows us to build SMS flows into email

flows which made organization and messaging much

easier to understand and coordinate. 

$100K In 90 days from Emails alone.

Quadrupled Email Performance

within the first 3 month Engagement

61% Revenue From Email, SMS &

Push

Increased Average order value from

$72.66 to over $129.00
Doubled Open Rate from 22% to 44%
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